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Overlay basics

& overlay selection for concrete forming
While the array of products used as overlays
has grown more lengthy, the primary products
used in concrete forming has remained
somewhat stable. These options include
medium density overlay (MDO), high density
overlay (HDO) and phenolic surface film (PSF).

characteristics because of their ability to
conform to the highs and lows in the wood
structure. In an overlay system however, the
masking ability also depends on the extent to
which the resin is cured.

Overlay Basics
To understand the variation in overlays, it may
be helpful to understand the way they are
made and some of the differences that can
affect the performance. Basic phenolic overlays
can differ in several important ways:

Chemistry: The bulk of resins used in
concrete form overlays are thermoset phenolic
resins. Melamine resins are occasionally used
where shrinkage and swelling in the wood face
are minimal. Most phenolic resin systems for
concrete forming are designed to efficiently
saturate the paper and increase the resistance
of the overlay to alkaline in the concrete. In the
overlay, these resins are typically either partially
cured (B staged) or fully cured (C staged). In
the B stage or partially cured form, the resins
will still flow under the application of heat and
pressure. If the overlay is to bond to something

1. Substrate
2. Chemistry
3. Process
4. Overlay Structure
Substrate: While other substrates such as
polyethylene films and nonwovens have been
used as overlays, these are usually not cost
effective. The substrate most commonly used in
phenolic overlays is paper.
Paper has long been used for its low cost and
porosity. The density and fiber type of the paper
can influence the performance of the overlay
substantially. Very dense papers will saturate
poorly, creating an excess of surface resin. In
products that depend on the continuity of the
phenolic, this creates a zone of delamination.
The relatively weak hydrogen bonds that hold a
sheet of paper together are highly susceptible
to moisture. When the phenolic fails to saturate
this inner part of the paper, any water
penetrating this layer will create a weakened
zone where delamination can occur.
Papers with lower density, typically softwood
papers, may saturate more easily. Lower density
papers may also have better masking

Saturating Phases

1.
2.
3.

Initial application of resin
to bottom of sheet.

Dwell: Resin saturates by wicking from
the bottom up.

Saturation from top of sheet.

in a laminate structure, it must have a B staged
component. High density overlays and phenolic
surface films are typically B staged. Medium
density overlays can be either B staged or C
staged. The B staged MDO is sometimes called
a “high-flow” MDO. The C staged MDO has
better masking because it tends to maintain
the cushioning properties of the paper and it is
easier for a mill to process because the cured
surface will not stick to a press platen.
Process: The most common process for
producing phenolic overlays typically has either
one or two steps. The first step is a saturation
step, where resin is applied to an overlay and
the overlay is subsequently cured to the desired
stage in an oven. B Staged overlays, like high
density overlays and phenolic surface films can
be made using only this first step
The second step, application of a B staged
glueline, is used in all commercial MDO
products. The glueline is applied after the MDO
is cured to the desired degree. The glueline is
then B staged in a curing oven.
Process differences occur in thicker masking
overlays like MDO because of the way paper is
saturated, from the bottom (next to the
glueline) to the top. Saturation systems apply
the saturating resin to the bottom of the sheet.
The paper, after it has had resin applied to one
side, goes through a dwell phase where the
resin is allowed to soak deeper into the paper.
In the case where the resin has not completely
soaked through to the top, air can be trapped
inside the paper, leading to low density areas
where alkaline penetration from concrete pours
can occur. This has been commonly referred to
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alkalinity than the phenolic. The alkalinity in
conjunction with the abrasive action of the
concrete tends to wear the surface of the form.
The dominant factor in extending the durability
of the form is overlay density. In general, the
higher the density of the overlay, the higher the
durability. This has been long recognized by the
use of HDO in pours that require higher
durability. For the most part, all manufacturers
MDOs and HDOs perform similarly well and are
adequate for most pouring jobs.

Well-saturated overlay
One zone, even saturation throughout

A
B
C

Poorly-saturated overlay
Three distinct zones:

Zone C - Primary saturation, saturated from bottom of sheet
Zone A - Secondary saturation, saturated from top of sheet
Zone B - Trapped air, weak internal bond

Overlay Structure: The structure of the
overlay is a direct result of combining the
substrate, chemistry and process choices. The
most common choices include:
MDO: Concrete form MDO typically uses a
paper in the 200 gram/sq. meter range with 35
percent phenolic resin and a glueline that is
designed to bond to a wide range of wood
veneers. The paper density used in MDO varies
considerably from about 0.52g/cc to about
0.66g/cc. Densities in the lower range were
traditionally used for B staged MDO and within
the last ten years have become more popular
for C staged MDO to give better masking of
panel defects. In the B stage MDO, the paper
density is of little consequence, because the
effective density overlay increases when the
overlay is pressed to the plywood face. In a C
staged overlay however, the reduced paper
density can cause significant reductions in
abrasion resistance.
HDO: Concrete form HDO, with its higher resin
content typically 50-55%, has a much higher
structural density, giving it higher resistance to
alkalinity and abrasion. In a typical softwood
plywood construction, a layer of MDO is used
under the HDO to help mask the defects. The
HDO alone, because of its thinness and its high
density, will mask defects poorly. The MDO
used under the HDO should have a good

internal bond to prevent premature grain raise
or delamination.

Overlay performance differences come into
play however when the overlay is used in a
more demanding application. With the increase
of hot concrete mixes, self consolidating
concrete, accelerators, plasticizers, flyash and
other additives, the abrasive and alkalinity of
the concrete mixes are changing.

PSF: Phenolic surface film has a lower basis
weight and a higher resin percentage than
HDO. As a result, its density and its resistance
to alkalinity and abrasion are very high.
Unfortunately, because of its
thin profile, it has almost no
Finished Overlay Density (g/cc)
masking capability. It is used
almost exclusively on smoother
hardwood plywood faces or
1.4
over an MDO cushion sheet.
1.2

Overlay Selection
Many factors can be considered
in the selection of the
Durability - number of pours
• abrasion resistance
• alkalinity resistance
• form oil retention

Concrete Appearance
• masking of panel
wood features
• desired concrete face texture

In-situ Density (g/cc)

as the “internal bond” of the paper. Poor
internal bond is common in MDO where treater
line speeds are high, and can lead to grain
raise or “telegraphing” of the grain pattern in
an HDO /MDO system and in extreme cases,
delamination in an MDO.

1
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Pricing
appropriate overlays for concrete forming. The
most important of these can be grouped into
the categories of Durability, Concrete
Appearance and Pricing.
Durability: When concrete is poured against
the MDO or HDO surface, the alkaline
chemistry of the concrete works to break down
the surface of the concrete form. The cellulose
in the paper is much more susceptible to the

HDO 173C

389C

Competitor’s
Standard MDO

Competitor’s
Premium MDO

Overlay Type

For these more demanding applications,
selection of the proper overlay becomes more
important. The differences between the
overlays on the market today lie mainly in the
density distribution from the top to the bottom
of the overlay. In abrasion resistance those
overlays with a more even density profile and
strong internal bond tend to perform better
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than those with highs and lows. For this
reason, Paneltech takes great pains to maintain
a strong internal bond. The differences can be
readily measured in a standard Taber Abrasion
test or in a modification of the Taber test
where the overlay is first exposed to a highly
alkaline solution made to represent the
presence of the alkaline in a concrete pour.

Comparison of Abrasion Characteristics of
Commercially Available MDOs

The results, as seen in the chart at right, show
the importance of a uniform density profile to
the performance of the overlay. The uniformly
saturated 389 performed well above the two less
well saturated overlays.
More importantly the results show that the
initial wear is much higher on the poorly
saturated overlays than on those with uniform
saturation.
A good reactive form oil will reduce the action
of the alkaline chemistry, giving the form a
longer life span. Saturation is also important
here, as a higher ratio of surface resin to core
resin can reduce the affinity of the overlay for
form oil. A lower overlay density will also help
the absorption of form oil, but at the expense
of reduced abrasion resistance. Where a good
form oil is used, a lower density overlay, such
as the competitor’s premium product, can
perform adequately because a good reactive
form oil will neutralize the alkalinity of the
concrete.
The downside of the low density paper is that
for the same saturation level, lower paper
density will give lower abrasion resistance
and a higher permeability to alkaline liquids.
The pathway to best performance is attained
with a uniform density profile, such as found in
Paneltech 389C. The uniform density profile
gives the best balance of form oil compatibility
and wear resistance.

Using a standard Taber test after exposure to normal alkalinity, Paneltech’s improved
389 had more than double the abrasion resistance of the competitor’s standard product
and more than seven times that of the competitor’s premium “masking” overlay.

may leave a dimpled or uneven surface.
With a cured MDO, a uniformly saturated paper
matrix has a low enough density to provide
good masking characteristics. Poor internal
bond or poor saturation can lead to alkaline
penetration resulting in grain raise or
telegraphing.
Pricing: Large volume buyers can often
negotiate better prices, making pricing a caseby-case issue. Since overlays are made with
petroleum based resins, there has been recent
volatility in overlay pricing.
In general, panel prices for MDO concrete form
are still quite competitive with non-overlaid
BBOES panels, making MDO conform an
outstanding buy.

Concrete Appearance: MDO generally
imparts a matte surface to the concrete where
HDO imparts a glossy surface.
While lower density overlays can mask better,
the method of achieving this masking can be
critical. A poorly formed softwood kraft paper
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